
have developed to promote and inflate the value of equity shares they are

marketing.

The Defendants operate a conspiracy among their subsidiaries and parent

companies and through their employees as "Persons" engaged in combination

with healthcare GPO's including UNKOWN HEALTHCARE SUPPLIER for the

purpose of restraining commerce. On information and belief, Defendants, in

agreement, concert, and conspiracy with each other, directly or indirectly

initiated, directed, participated in, aided and abetted, furthered, otherwise

caused, and/or concealed the anticompetitive denial of services and critical

facilities, or related events, for the purpose of preserving their directorships

and/or other positions with US BANCORP NA, keeping their contracts with US

BANCORP NA, their income, compensation, and fringe benefits, supporting the

value of their US BANCORP NA securities, and/or concealing their participation

in and liability for anticompetitive activities.

84. The Defendants prevented MSCI from establishing escrow accounts it

was intending to use as a unique banking service with special escrow account

agreements reviewed and approved by the Defendants to finance MSCI's entry

into to commerce in competition to reduce prices and increase manufacturers of

healthcare devices and other healthcare suppliers access to markets in

competition with sole source healthcare suppliers and healthcare GPO's.

85. The escrow account contracts are novel and could not be duplicated at

another bank in the short time between the Defendants surprise announcement

that they were not going to host the accounts, breaching their contract or duty to
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MSCI based falsely on the USA Patriot Act, and the deadlines MSCI was in

reliance on for receipt of funds. The escrow accounts developed between MSCI

and US BANK, along with the line of credit tying arrangement based on the

contract guaranteed portion were "unique and unusual financing terms which are

unavailable from competing financial institutions." If other financial institutions

have the required presence of bank branches and familiarity with MSCI

candidates in several states, along with commercial trust departments capable of

acting as escrow agent for accounts that provide fractional secured interests for a

bank commercial loan line of credit, they were not present with the capability of

putting the arrangement together in Blue Springs or Independence MO. Sam

Lipari tumed to US BANK for the escrow accounts after evaluating and visiting

other banks within driving range of his Blue Springs office. US BANK's branch

office on Noland Rd. in Independence, MO was able to perform this custom

financial service and proceeded to do so with a regional US BANK commercial

trust office in St. Louis pooling resources for a multi state district. Once US BANK

decided to withdraw the service, there was no financial institution MSCI could

turn to that was capable of meeting its requirements in the few days remaining in

which to get out the escrow contracts to the candidates for their examination in

advance of the November 1sl deadline. If US BANK had made its reversal earlier;

there still was no competing national financial institution capable of providing

such a complex custom service without having a pre-established banking

relationship. US BANCORP NA was a financial institution lending upon a unique,

novel or custom escrow financial instrument in the commercial money market
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with sufficient economic power to give rise to a claim under the Sherman Act as

contemplated in United States Steel Corporation v Fortner Enterprises, tnc., 429

U.S. 610,51 LEd. 2d 80.97 S. ci. 861 (1977).

86. Defendants through their financial institutions act as a supplier of financial

services to companies in the healthcare industry. Defendants own and control

other supplier companies including medical device manufacturers, biotechnology

producers, healthcare distributors and health system end users. Defendants

have conspired with, aided and abetted and participated in the financing of efforts

to limit or prevent competition in healthcare supply. Defendants have prevented

MSCI from entering the healthcare supply market by refusing to act as a supplier

of escrow accounts at any price to MSCI. Such conduct constitutes a contract,

combination or conspiracy in restraint of trade in per se violation of Section 1 of

the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1.

87. The Defendants have acted in furtherance of the combine's conspiracy to

deny MSCI access to services and essential facilities through a refusal to deal.

denial of services, boycott or withholding of critical facilities which is conducted

"to exclude a person or group from the market, or to accomplish some other anti-

competitive objective, or both: DeFilippo v. Ford Motor Co., 516 F.2d 1313, 1318

(3d Cir.) (citations omitted), cert. denied, 423U.S. 912, 96 S. Ct 216, 46 L. Ed.

2d 141 (1975), and is a per se violations of § 1.

88. Defendants through their financial institutions have discriminated against

MSCI in provision of services and facilities in the form of the five escrow

accounts MSCI had mailed out contracts for and the five escrow accounts for
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candidates committing to payment of funds by November 1st which MSCI was in

the process of sending contracts to and the future escrow accounts for its

ongoing future quarterly medical supply chain strategist certification programs.

89. The public is being severely injured by the Defendants actions in restraint

of trade through their combination or conspiracy, in restraint of commerce

90. MSCI has been severely injured and is in danger of further injury resulting

from the Defendants actions in restraint of trade through their combination or

conspiracy, in restraint of commerce. MSCI is now unable to meet its obligations,

and risks damage to its corporate credit rating. MSCI is unable to procure an

escrow agent to substitute for US BANK. MSCI is unable to meet its

commitments to independent representatives that MSCI depended on to enter

commerce. MSCI is unable to produce revenue without independent consultants

who have begun its very expensive certification program. MSCl's good will with

its associates and customers has been harmed by not meeting its scheduled

entry to market.

91. Defendants have violated Section 2 of the Sherman Anti Trust Act

prohibition against combining or conspiring with any other person or persons, to

monopolize or attempt to monopolize any part of the trade or commerce.

92. Defendants have acquired, maintained and extended their monopoly

power through improper means, including attempting to extort healthcare

technology companies into using US BANCORP as the underwriter of

capitalization against securities regulations and in denying MSCI the escrow

accounts it required to capitalize its entry into commerce through extortion under
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the color of official right-The USA Patriot Act, fraudulently invoked to tortuously

Interfere with MSCl's contracts and prospective contracts.

93. Defendants utilize their monopoly power to foreclose competition and gain

a competitive advantage for their client and associate companies, in which they

have invested millions of dollars and on whose behalf and acting as a

combination, they have attempted to destroy MSCI, a potential competitor in

violation of 15 U.S.C.S. § 2.

94. The Defendants' vertical integration is part of a calculated scheme to gain

control over the 1.3 trillion dollar healthcare supplier and distribution segment of

the healthcare industry and to restrain or suppress competition, rather than an

expansion to meet the legitimate business needs of US BANCORP's customers,

exhibiting the requisite specific intent needed to show a violation of 15 U.S.C.S. §

2.

95. The Defendants as monopolists, or would be monopolists of the

healthcare supplier/distribution marketplace engage in predatory tactics and dirty

tricks including the above mentioned extortion of business customers seeking

capitalization, "Iaddering" schemes to fraudulently inflate equity values of

competitors they own interests in. Additionally, healthcare suppliers the

Defendants invest in and promote engage in anticompetitive predatory sole

source contract agreements with healthcare GPOs.

96. The Defendants through conspiracy and combination with healthcare

suppliers and distributors have established monopoly power and have the power

to control prices of healthcare supplies which they exercise in maintaining higher
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prices through GPO distribution channels that are higher than those negotiated

directly by hospitals, sometimes 25% higher according to the Government

Accounting Oftice?" and by excluding competition in violation of 15 U.S.C.S. § 2.

97. Anticompetitive effects have resulted from the Defendant's actions. New

technologies have been prevented from entering the healthcare market to protect

competitors with the capitalization provided by the actions of the Defendants to

make kickback payments to GPOs in exchange for sole source contracts. This

has resulted in the unavailability of superior products and services that would

have been able to save lives and alleviate suffering in hospital patients

98. The public is being severely injured by the Defendants actions in restraint

of trade through their combining or conspiring with any other person or persons,

to monopolize or attempt to monopolize any part of the trade or commerce

99. MSCI has been severely injured and is in danger of further injury resultinu

from the Defendants actions in restraint of trade through their combining or

conspiring with any other person or persons, to monopolize or attempt to

monopolize any part of the trade or commerce.

COUNT II: VIOLATIONS OF CLAYTON ANTITRUST ACT

100. Plaintiff re-alleges paragraphs 1 through 99 above.

101. Defendants have denied MSCI escrow account services, a critical facility

in violation of the Robinson-Patman Act against discrimination in price, services,

or facilities; 15 U.S.C. § 13 of the Clayton Antitrust Act.

102. Defendants provide financial services and facilities to existing healthcare

supply market participants on the basis of those participants maintaining
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exclusive dealing arrangements. The Defendants exclusive dealing criteria is

directly applied where Defendants make contracts and provide investment and

financing to healthcare supplier companies the Defendants proclaim and

publicize as entering into and maintaining sole source or single source contracts

with distributors and end user health systems. The Defendants publicize this

information to solicit subscription of stocks they underwrite and to obtain

additional investors. As a direct and proximate result of the Defendants'

pervasive conspiracy to restrain trade in healthcare supplies, against the

interests of shareholders, potential investors, and the integrity of the securities

market, as set forth fully above, Plaintiffs have suffered injury and damages in

the capitalization of their entry into market

103. The Defendants exclusive dealing criteria is indirectly applied where

Defendants make contracts and provide investment and financing to healthcare

supplier companies on the basis of collusion derived profits. The Defendants

have prevented MSCI from entering the healthcare supplier/distribution market

by refusing to act as a supplier of financial services and facilities in the form of

escrow accounts in violation of the Robinson-Patman Act.

104. The Defendants have denied MSCI equal access to these financial

services on the basis of tying financial services to healthcare supplier and

distribution customers participating in market limitation and denial of access.

10S. Defendants th rough their financial institutions have discriminated against

MSCI in provision of services and facilities in the form of the five escrow

accounts MSCI had mailed out contracts for and the five escrow accounts for
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candidates committing to payment of funds by November 1sl which MSCI was in

the process of sending contracts to and the future escrow accounts for its

ongoing future quarterly medical supply chain strategist certification program.

106. Defendants provide financial services and facilities to existing healthcare

supplier market participants. Defendants own, control or have a participatory

interest in healthcare supplier market participants that they provide financial

services and facilities to. Defendants have prevented MSCI from entering the

healthcare supply market by refusing to act as a supplier of financial services and

facilities in the form of escrow accounts. Such conduct constitutes a per se

violation of 15 U.S.C. § 13.

107. The public is being severely injured by the Defendants actions in restraint

of trade.

108. MSCI has been severely injured and is in danger of further injury resulting

from the Defendants actions in restraint of trade.

109. MSCI is a corporation entitled to sue for and have injunctive relief, in any

court of the United States having jurisdiction over the Defendants, against

threatened loss or damage by a violation of the antitrust laws, including sections

13 of this title. MSCI is likely to prevail on one or all of its claims against the

Defendants. The danger of irreparable loss or damage to MSCI is immediate.

There is a substantial threat that MSCI will suffer irreparable injury in the

absence of preliminary relief; the likely injury to MSCI is greater than that likely to

be suffered by the Defendants; and entry of the preliminary injunction would not

disserve the public interest. Lucero v, Operation Rescue of Birmingham, 954
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F.2d 624,627 (11th Cir. 1992). reh'g denied, 961 F.2d 224 (1992). Where, as

here, the plaintiff advances anti-trust claims, preliminary relief is specifically

authorized by 15 U.S.C. §26.

COUNT III: VIOLATIONS OF THE HOBBS ACT AGAINST RACKETEERING

110. Plaintiff re-alleges paragraphs 1 through 109 above.

111. Defendants violated The Hobbs Act prohibition against racketeering by

preventing MSCl's entry into commerce under color of official right in violation of

18 U.S.C. 1951(b)(2}.

112. Defendants committed an unusual act for banks by denial of service and

facilities for plaintiff MSCl's escrow accounts in bad faith or nonperformance of

their duty as financial institutions and employees. Defendants "under color of

official right" through invocation of the USA PATRIOT Act deny and threaten

MSCI's access to service at any national bank that MSCI, its customers or

associates require to conduct their business, effecting the unjust enrichment of

the Defendants and their related healthcare suppliers and distributors combine,

preventing MSCl's services from entering into commerce in violation of The

Hobbs Act, 18 U.S.C. 1951(b)(2).

113. Defendants are extensively invested in selected healthcare suppliers. The

profits of these healthcare companies are dependent on a current market where

competition in pricing is severely curtailed. Defendants' US BANCORP NA profit

has not increased proportionately to its acquisition of banks and traditional

commercial banking business. Defendants are consequentially dependant on

revenue from their private banking, trust and investment banking divisions which
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are disproportionately concentrated in healthcare suppliers engaging in

anticompetitive business practices.

114. Defendants' US BANCORP NA , despite the patriotic appellation "US

BANK" in red white and blue signage that it places on its newly acquired Kansas

and Missouri banks, is unlike a traditional American bank in that Defendants US

BANCORP NA functions like an Asian bank interlinked in an industry group

combine, acting against the combine's industry competitors and aiding the

combine's allies. In Japan a similar industry group would be called a "Keiretsu?"

or in Korea a "Chaebol." The Defendants' vertically integrated monopoly acting

in consort with their healthcare suppliers and distributors combine in efforts to

prevent MSCI from entering into commerce through the misuse of the USA

Patriot Act are extorting property from MSCI, its associates and customers.

115. The Defendants did not do the investigation of MSCI they claimed was

required under the USA PATRIOT Act and sought to harm MSCI out of an

undisclosed profit incentive. In using the USA PATRIOT Act the Defendants are

using force or in the alternative acting under color of law in taking property from

MSCI its associates and customers.

116. This bad faith performance of its regulator imposed and customer

expected duty was made self evident by the Defendants' Sf. Louis Trust

Department telling MSCI that it "did not understand why MSCI went to them and

not MSCI's local bank" without even realizing MSCI was already an established

US BANCORP NA client customer with a corporate checking account and a
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pending corporate credit application, or that MSCl's chief executive was an

established checking account holder.

117. Plaintiff MSCI has accepted voluntarily that it will be delayed, suffer lost

profits, injury to its associates and loose some or all of the ten best candidates

for bringing its electronic marketplace and supply chain management software

services to commerce. The Defendants have the power to label MSCI as a

money laundering suspect or to do their normal duty of diligence and discover

MSCI, its candidates and associates are upstanding citizens with documented

funds. MSCI may reluctantly have no choice but to wait until the Defendants'

healthcare suppliers and distributors develop a strategy to counter MSCl's

neutral electronic marketplace and cost reducing supply chain management

software before the Defendants allow MSCI the escrow accounts it needs to

enter the healthcare supply marketplace.

118. MSCl's chief executive prudently fears that bad faith reporting under the

USA PATRIOT Act by the Defendants to enrich their vertically integrated

combine will prevent MSCI from going to other financial institutions and opening

escrow accounts or obtaining other banking services, including the clearing and

settlement of over 90 million dollars in annual healthcare supply transactions,

foreign exchange conversion and purchasing finance, all of which are far more

sensitive and subject to greater anti-money laundering scrutiny under know your

customer laws and the USA Patriot Act.

119. The Defendants have opposed MSCl's requested injunctive relief which

would have temporarily ordered US BANCORP NA and its employees to stop



secretly reporting negative information against MSCI under the USA Patriot Act

until adequate training and the required compliance officers were in place. The

Defendants have not denied exercising the USA Patriot Act against MSCL

120. The Defendants' unprofessional conduct and lack of truthful disclosure

about USA PATRIOT Act based conduct continues to threaten the Plaintiff MSCI,

its associates and customers through actions that may trigger similar surprise

denials of critical banking services at other financial institutions.

121. The Public has been harmed by the Defendants extortion of MSCI that

has obstructed or delayed MSCl's entry into commerce and the resulting cost

savings and increased availability of beneficial healthcare technologies. Over

2000 hospitals nation-wide are endangered by the current anticompetitive market

for healthcare supplies and are hanned by the Defendants continued prevention

of MSCI from entering commerce. Public access to healthcare will be harmfully

cut back if more hospitals are closed because they are unable to realize the 20%

cost reduction provided through MSCl's system.

COUNT IV : FAILURE TO PROPERLY TRAIN EMPLOYEES ON USA
PATRIOT ACT OR PROVIDE A COMPLIANCE OFFICER

122. Plaintiff re-alleges paragraphs 1 through 121 above.

123. Defendants US BANCORP NA, US BANK; PRIVATE CLIENT GROUP,

CORPORATE TRUST, INSTITUTIONAL TRUST AND CUSTODY, AND

MUTUAL FUND SERVICES, LLC., failed to provide training or adequate training

to its employees or to designate a USA PATRIOT Act compliance officer in each

of its financial institutions as required under Section 352 of USA Patriot Act.

Without training, employees of US BANCORP denied MSCI, a known domestic
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corporation in good standing with its Secretary of State and State Department of

Revenue an escrow account service even though it was not an activity that was

regulated under Section 312 effective July 23,2002.

124. Without having adequately trained employees and a USA PATRIOT Act

mandated compliance officer in each of their financial institutions. the Defendants

continue to endanger the plaintiff MSCI, its associates and customers with

wrongful denial of services and facilities of US BANCORP NA where MSCI has

its accounts or at other national and state banks where MSCI and its associates

may be harmed through denied services based on erroneous reporting by the

Defendants.

COUNT V: MISUSE OF AUTHORITY AND EXCESSIVE USE OF FORCE AS
ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS UNDER THE USA PATRIOT ACT

125. Plaintiff re-alleges paragraphs 1 through 124 above.

126. The Defendants BRIAN KABBES, LARS ANDERSON and SUSAN

PAINE, under knowing direction of Defendants ANDREW CESERE and JERRY

A. GRUNDHOFER, repeatedly used the USA Patriot Act to deny services of US

BANK, PRIVATE CLIENT GROUP, CORPORATE TRUST, INSTITUTIONAL

TRUST AND CUSTODY, AND MUTUAL FUND SERVICES, LLC. and US

BANCORP NA to MSCI, causing the loss of MSCI property. The Defendants,

despite their regulated status as financial institutions and corporate officers of

financial institutions responsible for providing a professional service; denied

MSCI, a known domestic corporation in good standing with its Secretary of State

and State Department of Revenue an escrow account service on the basis of

increased reporting requirements for new accounts under the USA PATRIOT Act
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even though The US Treasury Department had previously announced it was

delaying the date account opening requirements become issued and effective

and US BANCORP was under no reporting requirements for MSCl's escrow

accounts.

127. The Defendants continue to endanger the plaintiff MSCI and its associates

with wrongful denial of services and facilities of US Bancorp NA where MSCI has

its accounts or at other national and state banks where MSCI may be denied

services based on erroneous or bad faith reporting by the Defendants.

128. The Defendants continue to endanger the plaintiff MSCI its associates and

customers with wrongful denial of services and facilities of national and state

banks where MSCI may be denied services based on the Defendants

unprofessional and bad faith denial of escrow accounts based on the US

PATRIOT Act. The Defendants action prevents MSCI from escaping the denial of

escrow accounts history and banking references in all new financial

arrangements.

129. On October 22, 2002 MSCI approached an attorney of Shook, Hardy and

Bacon for the purpose of acting as escrow agent in substitute accounts to be set

up at a national bank. After asking why MSCl's existing bank did not provide the

accounts, the attorney declined to act as escrow agent

COUNT VI: VIOLATION OF CRIMINAL LAWS TO INFLUENCE PUBLIC
POLICY UNDER SECTION 802 OF THE USA PATRIOT ACT

130. Plaintiff re-alleges paragraphs 1 through 129 above.

131. Defendants are preventing MSCI from entry into commerce to alleviate

market collusion in healthcare supplies that has lead to injury and loss of life and
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continues to threaten US citizens. This healthcare supply emergency has been

the subject of US agency action and investigation. Members and committees of

the US Congress have begun inquiry into the failure of the healthcare supply

market place for the purposes of creating public policy regulating market

participants. Defendants are preventing MSCl's entry into commerce in violation

of Section 802 of the USA PATRIOT Act which creates a federal crime of

"domestic terrorism" that broadly extends to "acts dangerous to human life that

are a violation of the criminal laws" if they "appear to be intended .. .to influence

the policy of a government by intimidation or coercion," and if they "occur

primarily within the territorial jurisdiction of the United States."

132. The Defendants continue to endanger the plaintiff MSCI, its associates

and customers with illegal conduct that prevents them from or threatens to

prevent them providing a market solution to this governmental healthcare policy

issue.

Supplemental State Law Based Causes Of Action

COUNT VII: MISAPPROPRIATION OF TRADE SECRETS

133. Plaintiff re-alleges paragraphs 1-132 above.

134. The Defendants have misappropriated MSCI's business plan and

associate program containing MSCl's trade secrets. The Defendants have made

use of MSCl's trade secrets through unauthorized copying and transmittal.

135. The Defendants directed Douglas Lewis to disassemble MSCl's Business

Plan and Associate Program and make copies and or fax their contents in

violation of Sam Lipari's oral instructions to Douglas Lewis and the notice of
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limitations of disclosure, use, transmittal and copying expressly stated on the

covers and in the bodies of the above documents. US BANK's exceeded its

authorized use and copieded and or transmitted the above documents to the

defendants PRIVATE CLIENT GROUP, CORPORATE TRUST, INSTITUTIONAL

TRUST AND CUSTODY, AND MUTUAL FUND SERVICES, LLC., UNKNOWN

HEALTHCARE SUPPLIER, LARS ANDERSON, SUSAN PAINE and BRIAN

KABBES.

136. The Defendants directed Douglas Lewis to disassemble MSCI's Business

Plan and Associate Program and make a derivative analysis document

containing MSCI's trade secret and or fax their contents in violation of Sam

Lipari's oral instructions to Douglas Lewis and the notice of limitations of

disclosure, use, transmittal and copying expressly stated on the covers and in the

bodies of the above documents. US BANK's exceeded its authorized use and

cop ied and or transmitted the above documents to the defendants PRIVATE

CLIENT GROUP, CORPORATE TRUST, INSTITUTIONAL TRUST AND

CUSTODY, AND MUTUAL FUND SERVICES, LLC., UNKNOWN HEALTHCARE

SUPPLIER, LARS ANDERSON, SUSAN PAINE and BRIAN KABBES.

137. The defendants US BANCORP NA; US BANCORP PIPER JAFFRAY;

PRIVATE CLIENT GROUP, CORPORATE TRUST, INSTITUTIONAL TRUST

AND CUSTODY, AND MUTUAL FUND SERVICES, LLC.; LARS ANDERSON;

SUSAN PAINE and BRIAN KABBES acquired unconsented knowledge of

MSCI's trade secrets and made use thereof.
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138. The Defendants are attempting to settle litigation through payment of

several million dollars for theft of customer information in an unrelated class

action lawsuit giving rise to MSCl's heightened fears of being materially inured if

its trade secrets are not recovered and their dissemination is not disclosed.

COUNT VIII: TORTUOUS INTERFERENCE WITH PROSPECTIVE
CONTRACTS

139. Plaintiff re-alleges paragraphs 1-138 above.

140. The Defendants have committed Tortuous Interference With Prospective

MSCI Contracts for independent representatives, business associates and health

system customers.

141. The Defendants willfully and intentionally acted to prevent 15 prospective

contractual relationships between MSCI and independent representatives.

142. The Defendants willfully and intentionally acted to prevent or interfere with

the prospective contractual relationships between MSCI and business associates

named in MSCl's business plan and associate agreement.

143. The Defendants willfully and intentionally acted to prevent or interfere' -ith

the prospective contractual relationships between MSCI and health system

customers including hospitals.

144. The Defendants willfully and intentionally acted to prevent or interfere with

the prospective contractual relationships between MSCI and the technology

partners discussed in MSCl's business plan and associate agreement.

145. MSCI had a reasonable probability of entering into contracts with 15

independent representatives for the December 1st course, nine business

associates, three technology partners and numerous hospital groups.
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146. The Defendants decision to withdraw from acting as MSCl's escrow agent

on October 15, and refusing to repair or reverse their decision was the proximate

cause of MSCl's damages and loss.

147. The Defendants decision to withdraw from acting as MSCl's escrow agent

on October 15, and refusing to repair or reverse their decision caused the actual

loss of 350,000 to 450,000 dollars MSCI would have on deposit on November 1SI,

of which $50,000 to $75,000 would be available for securing credit and which the

entire sum would be the property of MSCI by December 151h• MSCI depended on

these funds to meet its contractual obligations.

COUNT IX: TORTUOUS INTERFERENCE WITH CONTRACTS

148. Plaintiff re-alieges paragraphs 1-147 above.

149. The Defendants have committed Tortuous Interference With MSCI

Contracts for independent representatives, business associates and health

system customers.

150. The Defendants willfully and intentionally acted to disrupt or interfere with

10 contractual relationships between MSCI and potential independent

representatives.

151. The Defendants willfully and intentionally acted to disrupt or interfere with

the contractual relationships between MSCI and business associates named in

MSCI's business plan and associate agreement.

152. The Defendants willfully and intentionally acted to disrupt or interfere with

the contractual relationships between MSCI and a human resource technology

partner.
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153. The Defendants willfully and intentionally acted to disrupt or interfere with

the contractual relationships between MSCI and its landlord and utilities.

154. The Defendants decision to withdraw from acting as MSCl's escrow agent

on October 15, and refusing to repair or reverse their decision was the proximate

cause of MSCI's damages and loss.

155. The Defendants decision to withdraw from acting as MSCl's escrow agent

on October 15, and refusing to repair or reverse their decision caused the actual

loss of 350,000 to 450,000 dollars MSCI would have on deposit on November 1st,

of which $50,000 to $75,000 would be available for securing credit and which the

entire sum would be the property of MSCI by December 15th• MSCI depended on

these funds to meet its contractual obligations.

COUNT X: BREACH OF CONTRACT

156. Plaintiff re-alleges paragraphs 1-155 above.

157. The Defendants breached their contract with MSCI to provide MSCI with a

full range of business banking services, including corporate trust services and

escrow agency to be performed lawfully and professionally with a "five star

guarantee" of quality of service. This contract was executed in writing by the

Defendants and MSCI when their respective agents opened the Medical Supply

Chain Corporate checking account in Topeka, Kansas.

158. The Defendants breached their contract with MSCI to provide MSCI with

corporate trust services, escrow agency and the service of hosting escrow

accounts for MSCI and its candidates. This contract was made over the phone at

a distance of 300 miles between the defendant US BANK's Sf. Louis office and
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MSCI a customer of US BANK's Noland Road Independence office in the regular

course of business. No writing or other memorialization of this contract was

referred to or contemplated at any time during its negotiation and formation by

either the Defendants or MSCI.

159. The Defendant BRIAN KABBES and Sam Lipari came into formation of

contract when both had agreed upon some or all of the terms including: the

composition of the escrow form, the language limiting the liability of US BANK

and the escrow agent, the language designating US BANK's compensation for its

duties in any legal disputes arising between the parties, the directions for US

BANK's investment of long term held funds, the directions for US BANK's

investment of short term held funds, the selection of investment vehicles for both

funds respectively, the name and address of BRIAN KABBES as escrow agent

on the escrow form, the name and address of US BANK as escrow depository on

the escrow form, the price term US BANK is charging for the agreed upon

escrow service and the price term and payment schedule for maintaining the

account.

160. The Defendants performed diligence to determine whether to accept the

contract with MSCI to provide MSCI with corporate trust services, escrow agency

and the service of hosting escrow accounts for MSCI and its candidates. The

Defendants required only one item to be rectified for approval; a current good

standing status from the Missouri Secretary of State, which MSCI provided,

satisfying their sole open element.
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161. The Defendants approved MSCI's escrow form for delivery along with

MSCl's associate contract to MSCI's independent representative candidates for

their examination and submission for review to their personal legal counsel.

COUNT XI: PROMISSORY ESTOPPEL

162. Plaintiff re-alleges paragraphs 1-161 above.

163. The Defendants repudiated the existence of a binding oral contract to

provide MSCI with corporate trust services, escrow agency and the service of

hosting escrow accounts for MSCI and its independent representative

candidates. The Defendants refused to perform the services that their actions

and communications reasonably lead MSCI to rely on when the Defendants were

estopped from doing so by their promises.

164. The Defendants approved MSCl's escrow form for delivery along with

MSCl's associate contract to MSCl's independent representative candidates and

did other actions and made statements that caused MSCI with the full knowledge

of the Defendants to rely on the Defendants' performance of the escrow agency

and to host the accounts at US BANK.

165. MSCI relied on the Defendants conduct and statements to MSCI's

detriment when Defendants refused to perform and host the escrow accounts

and perform as escrow agents for MSCI. MSCI was harmed by the Defendants

actions, resulting in the loss of from three hundred thousand to four hundred and

fifty thousand dollars and the inability to act on the opportunity it had planned to

realize with the funds, including the recruitment and training of a nationwide



network of independent representatives and the revenue the representatives

would create through MSCI's entry into commerce.

COUNT XII: FRAUDULENT MISREPRESENTATION

166. Plaintiff re-alleges paragraphs 1-165 above.

167. The Defendants injured MSCI with a fraudulent misrepresentation material

to their transaction of escrow agency and escrow account hosting with MSCL

168. The Defendant BRIAN KABBES speaking as a Vice President of US

BANK falsely represented to MSCI that US BANK and the commercial trust

department would not perform as escrow agent or host MSCl's escrow accounts

because of the "know your customer" diligence requirements of the USA Patriot

Act had come into effect and made it impossible for the bank to perform this

service for MSCL

169. The defendants LARS ANDERSON and SUSAN PAINE made this

fraudulent misrepresentation through the defendant BRIAN KASBES by directing

him to give this reason to MSCI's chief executive, Sam Lipari.

170. The defendant ANDREW CESERE directed the defendants LARS

ANDERSON, SUSAN PAINE and BRIAN KABBES not to retract this fraudulent

misrepresentation when it had been questioned by MSCI and to maintain the

misrepresentation in their capacity as managing speaking officers for US

BANCORP NA, US BANK and LLC

171. The defendants ANDREW CESERE, LARS ANDERSON, SUSAN PAINE

and BRIAN KABBES caused this fraudulent misrepresentation to be

communicated to Sam Lipari with the intention to induce MSCI to refrain from
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enforcing US BANK's agreement to provide MSCI escrow agency services and

escrow account hosting.

172. MSCI justifiably relied upon this fraudulent misrepresentation to not

enforce US BANK's promise with the defendant BRIAN KABBES upon learning

that US BANK was not going to provide the escrow services. MSCI justifiably

relied upon this fraudulent misrepresentation and did not seek a reversal of the

decision from the Sf. Louis office of US BANK's Commercial Trust department

and instead contacted US BANCORP NA's ANDREW CESERE, to try and

resolve the problem, unintentionally angering LARS ANDERSON and SUSAN

PAINE.

173. The defendants ANDREW CESERE, LARS ANDERSON, SUSAN PAINE

BRIAN KABBES and PRIVATE CLIENT GROUP, CORPORATE TRUST,

INSTITUTIONAL TRUST AND CUSTODY, AND MUTUAL FUND SERVICES,

LLC., UNKOWN HEALTHCARE SUPPLIER, US BANCORP NA and US BANK

caused this fraudulent misrepresentation to be communicated to MSCI with

knowledge of its falsity or reckless disregard as to whether it was true or false to

the point of not checking and realizing that the increased duties of the "know your

customer" for new account holders had not been enacted. Or, the defendants

caused this fraudulent misrepresentation to be communicated with reckless

disregard as to whether it was true or false to the point of not checking and

realizing MSCI and Sam Lipari were established existing customers of US BANK

the increased duties of the "know your customer" did not apply to.
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174. MSCI relied on the Defendants fraudulent misrepresentation to MSCI's

detriment MSCI was harmed by the Defendants actions, resulting in the loss of

from three hundred thousand to four hundred and fifty thousand dollars and the

inability to act on the opportunity it had planned to realize with the funds,

including the recruitment and training of a nationwide network of independent

representatives and the revenue the representatives would create through

MSCI's entry into commerce.

COUNT XIII: VIOLATION OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING

175. Plaintiff re-alleges paragraphs 1-174 above.

176. The defendants ANDREW CESERE, LARS ANDERSON, SUSAN PAINE

and BRIAN KABBES were trust officers in a fiduciary relationship with MSCI that

was established at the point BRIAN KABBES began working with Sam Lipari to

draft MSCI's escrow form. As trust officers in a confidential relationship they had

the duty of providing a professional service for MSCI in good faith perfonnance of

that duty including keeping abreast of the current status of federal account

reporting regulations the duty of disclosure of obstacles to US BANK's ability to

perform for MSCI the services it was seeking. The defendants ANDREW

CESERE, LARS ANDERSON, SUSAN PAINE, BRIAN KABBES, US BANCORP

NA and PRIVATE CLIENT GROUP, CORPORATE TRUST, INSTITUTIONAL

TRUST AND CUSTODY, AND MUTUAL FUND SERVICES, LLC., breached their

duty of good faith performance when they failed to alert MSCI to the possibility

US BANK would not perform the services MSCI was seeking.
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177. The defendants ANDREW CESERE, LARS ANDERSON, SUSAN PAINE

and BRIAN KABBES breached their duty of good faith performance when they

failed to apply the current status of the USA Patriot Act to MSCl's requirements.

178. The defendants ANDREW CESERE, LARS ANDERSON, SUSAN PAINE

and BRIAN KABBES breach their duty of good faith and fair dealing when they

misuse the USA Patriot Act to injure MSCL

179. MSCI was harmed by the Defendants breach of their duty of good faith

and fair dealing, resulting in the loss of from three hundred thousand to four

hundred and fifty thousand dollars and the inability to act on the opportunity it

had planned to realize with the funds, including the recruitment and training of a

nationwide network of independent representatives and the revenue the

representatives would create through MSCl's entry into commerce, and including

the ability to obtain sensitive banking services required by the business model

and future growth of MSCI.

PRI;$ENT AND FUTURE INJURY

180. The actions taken by the Defendants have resulted in dramatic losses to

MSCI its stakeholder, associates, suppliers and customers. As of 11/1/02 under

traditional Robinson-Patman Act (Clayton Antitrust Act sec. 13) damages

calculations, the Defendants have caused substantial short and long-term losses

that are not recoverable due to MSCl's injury and delay in obtaining banking

services. According to the formula utilized under a Robinson-Patman Act

proceeding, the first 3 months losses are $15,000,000. In the alternative, MSCI
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business plan losses are $300,000 to $450,000 in addition to the last three

months of MSCI's 3-year financials, which combined, are $24,547,576.

181. As a direct result of MSCl's injury, its associates also are damaged due to

the actions of the Defendants. Losses include an average of 40-60 hours per

week participation in MSCl's evaluation and hiring practices; in addition to due

diligence and market evaluation activities. Sustained losses of revenue for

associate/representatives outlined in the last three months of MSCl's 3-year

financials are $4,819,515.

182. As a direct result of MSCl's injury, its consultants and suppliers have been

harmed by MSCl's inability to fulfill success agreements and service contracts

due to the actions of the Defendants. MSCI consultants and suppliers have

performed several hundred hours in services that are contractually due and

MSCI is unable to perform as a result of the actions of the Defendants. These

consultants and suppliers depend on MSCI to meet its obligations and the

actions of the Defendants are preventing MSCI from doing so.

183. The direct result of MSCI injury and inability to perform its services to

customers are the lost savings and additional revenue MSCI generates for its

customers through its services. Losses to MSCI customers are directly due to the

actions of the Defendants and are 20% of the total supplies spend health

systems currently payout annually. Sustained losses of revenue for MSCI health

system customers outlined in the last three months of MSCl's 3-year financials

are $13,759,800.
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184. The above claims reflect the immediate losses suffered by MSCI its

stakeholders, associates, suppliers and customers as of 11/1/02 excluding legal

representation. To date MSCI and its counsel have performed over 378 hours in

legal work on the antitrust based preliminary injunction remedy.

185. Failure to resolve this matter increases MSCI damages over time.

Stakeholders, associates, suppliers and customers will also suffer far more in

damages. MSCI will directly suffer $2,901,600 in revenue the 1st year,

$27,366,576 in revenue the 2nd year and $74,798,940 in the 3rd year, as a

combined total of $105,067,116.

186. Failure to resolve this matter increases the damages MSCI will suffer for

injury to associate/representatives including in the 1st year $490,320, in the 2nd

year $5,293,315, and in the 3rd year $14,779,788 as a total combined

$20,563,423.

187. Failure to resolve this matter increases the damages MSCI will suffer over

time, through harm to its suppliers which will suffer losses in the 1st year of

$540,000, the 2nd year of $540,000 and in the 3rd year $540,000 as a total

combined $1,620,000.

188. Failure to resolve this matter increases the damages MSCl's customers

will suffer over time, including losses in the 1st year of $1,705,400, the 2ndyear of

$244,032,960 and the 3rd year of $697,486,200 as a total combined

$943,224,560.

189. MSCl's customers are healthcare systems consisting of hospital groups.

The actions of the Defendants to preserve an anticompetitive marketplace in
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healthcare supplies keeps in jeapordy over 2000 of the nation's 6,500 hospitals.

The resulting closings of some or most of these hospitals due to unsustainable

supply costs will significantly harm public access to healthcare, increasing loss of

life and unnecessary injury.

PRAYER FOR DECLARATORY REU~E

190. Paragraphs 1 through 189 are incorporated herein by this reference as if

fully pled herein.

191. As a direct result of the conduct of said defendants as set forth in Counts I,

II, III and IV, V, VI, VII,VIII,IX,X,XI,XII, and XIII and herein, plaintiff has sustained

actual damages in excess of $75,000.00. Such actual damages also include,

but are not limited to, damages for injury to business associates, including

suppliers,partners, independent representative candidates, prospective

customers, other lost benefits, reasonable attorney's fees, expert fees, and costs.

192. Plaintiff's Sherman I & II and Clayton antitrust claims against the

Defendants include claims against the noncorporate "Persons" in their individual

and official capacities: JERRY A. GRUNDHOFER, ANDREW CESERE, BRIAN

KABBES, LARS ANDERSON, and SUSAN PAINE for constructive knowledge of

intentional denial of services and critical facilities to injur the Plaintiff and delay or

obstruct its entry into commerce.

193. Because elements of malice, wantonness and oppression mingle in the

conduct of the defendant County and its agents, plaintiff is entitled to recover

damages against the County for violation of plaintiff's rights as claimed herein



and guaranteed under Title VII, the Civil Rights Act of 1991, the Kansas Act

Against Discrimination, 42 U.S.C. § 1981,1981 (a) and 1981 (a)(b)(4).

PRA~Y_t;_RFOR URGENT INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

194. WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff respectfully prays for the following urgent

injunctive prospective relief in exceptional circumstances including:

195. The Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief in the form of a court order mandating

the above named Defendants who are the subject of causes of action based in

criminal law and to which the above Defendant persons and entities have varying

degrees of culpability or liability ; obtain separate and independent counsel for

any future civil claims seeking monetary damages for the purpose of avoiding

conflicts of interest among commonly represented parties prohibited under

Kansas law and which may jeopardize recovery under future resulting judgments.

196. The Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief in the form of a court order mandating

the above named Defendants cease reporting information related to MSCI under

the USA PATRIOT Act or Anti Money Laundering laws until the Plaintitrs can

exhaust administrative relief from the Defendants misconduct available through

the US Office of the Comptroller of Currency.

197. The Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief in the form of a court order mandating

the above named Defendants disclose the names of bank or trust officers that

performed any diligence duty regarding MSCI and the names of any AML or USA

PATRIOT Act compliance officers consulted regarding MSCl's escrow accounts.

198. The Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief in the form of a court order mandating

the above named Defendants provide their employees adequate training

regarding their duties and responsibilities enforcing the USA PATRIOT Act.
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199. The Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief in the form of a court order mandating

the above named Defendants provide their employees adequate training

regarding their duties and responsibilities avoiding antitrust prohibited conduct in

their non traditional banking activity including investment banking, trusts and

escrow services.

200. The Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief in the form of a court order mandating

the corporate governance organ of above named Defendants review and audit

their relationships with healthcare companies engaging in restrictive trade

practices, including the assistance Defendants have provided in purchasing or

selling healthcare supplier equity to healthcare companies or corporate officers

engaging in restrictive trade practices.

201. The Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief in the form of a court order mandating

the above named Defendants including US BANCORP PIPER JAFFRAY be

barred from publicizing a sole source, multi year or exclusive contract to provide

healthcare supplies related to any company the Defendants own part of or

control an interest in or to which the Defendants currently market investment

opportunities, including venture fund and equity shares or anticipate marketing or

the future.

202. The Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief in the form of a court order mandating

the above named Defendants provide escrow accounts for MSCI and its

independent representative candidates and future banking services for

reasonable fees, equal to the fees charged other corporate customers for similar

services for the duration of the preliminary relief order.

203. The Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief in the form of a court order mandating

the above named Defendants provide escrow accounts and escrow agency for

MSCI and its independent representative candidates and future banking services
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for reasonable fees, equal to the fees charged other corporate customers for

similar services for the duration of the preliminary relief order.

204. The Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief in the form of a court order mandating

the above named Delendants provide a letter stating the delay and resumption of

banking services to MSCl's associates, customers, credit references and

independent representative candidates.

205. The Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief in the form of a court order mandating

the above named Defendants correct any negative reporting made to

government or industry agencies regarding MSCL

206. The Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief in the form of a court order mandating

the above named Defendants reimburse the Plaintiff for all legal fees and costs

related to obtaining injunctive relief under the Clayton Act

207. The Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief in the form of a court order mandating

the above named Defendants pay interest on the Plaintiff's damages from the

date a complaint for injunctive relief was first filed until any award is paid by the

Defendants.

208. The Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief in the form of a court order mandating

the above named Defendants are restrained from copying, circulating, disclosing

or transmitting MSCl's business information including trade secrets derived from

MSCI's business plan or associate program amongst employees of US

BANCORP NA and its subsidiaries or outside persons and entities.

209. The Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief in the form of a court order mandating

the above named Defendants participate in expedited discovery including

depositions and document production related to the dissemination of MSCI's

confidential business information and trade secrets.
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210. The Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief in the form of a court order allowing the

Plaintiff to assist a United States Marshal in searching the premises of the

Defendants for evidence of their violations of Misappropriation of Trade Secrets.

REQUEST FOR ORAL HEARING

WHEREAS the above stated facts are true based on information and

belief of the Plaintiff MSCI, attested to by its chief executive officer Samuel Lipari

and in a previously filed affidavit of facts, the Plaintiff respectfully requests the

above stated injunctive relief is granted. In the event that the Defendants oppose

the granting of the above relief or challenge the truthfulness of the above stated

facts, the Plaintiff requests the opportunity to supply the court evidence, expert

testimony and memorandums in support of the contested facts and the

appropriateness of the relief requested. Additionally, the Plaintiff requests an oral

hearing on the evidence and memorandum filed in support of or opposing the

above requested relief.

PRAYER

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays for judgment against all defendants for actual

damages in excess of $75,000.00; injunctive relief as indicated; costs, including

all appropriate attorney's fees, expert fees and expenses allowed; and for such

other and further relief as the Court may deem appropriate in law and equity.

Respectfully submitted,

~L:tJ-i
Bret D. Landrith
Attorney for Plaintiff
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Comes now plaintiff and designates Kansas City, Kansas as the place of trial.

~~/

Sret D. Landrith

STATE OF KANSAS )
)

COUNTY OF WYANDOTTE )

I, Samuel Lipari, President of Medical Supply Chain, lnc., being of lawful

age and being first duly sworn upon my oath, state that I am the Chief Executive

Officer of the corporate plaintiff herein and that I have read the above and

foregoing Second Amended Complaint and find the statements therein made to

~ andlJrr~o the best of my information, knowledge and belief.
- /

Medical Supply Chain, Inc.

JURY DEMAND

Plaintiffs renew their demand for a trial by jury on all issues so triable.

Respectfully subrnitted this 12th of November, 2002.

~
Sret D. Landrith
Attorney for Plaintiff
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QERTIFICATE OF SEJ3VICE

I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy

of the foregoing to be deposited in the U.S. mail, postage prepaid, on this 12th

day of November, 2002 addressed to:

Patrick J. McLaughlin
Mark A. Olthoff
Attorneys for Defendants
Suite 1500
50 South Sixth Street
Minneapolis, MN 55402-1498

Fax 612-340-2643

Certified by,

ret D. Landrith
Kansas Supreme Court # 20380
Attorney for Plaintiff MSCI
P.O. Box 17-2137
Kansas City, KS 66117-0137
1.816-220-4128
1.620.231-7636
Fax 1-734-549-6495

iOmnicell, Inc. company press release dated August 07, 2001

ii July 27 /PRNewswire/ -- Aspect Medical Systems, Inc.

iii HeA Acquires Hospital Chain (Bloomberg) Oct. 16, 02

iv Omnicell, Inc. company press release dated June 17, 2002

v NEWTON, Mass., and ST. LOUIS, Mo., Sept. 14 /PRNewswire/ -- AmeriNet,
lnc.,

vi The__E~clusion9f{;0illpetitipn for Hospit?lSales TtlrQ!!QtLGPQ~, Prof. Elhauge
June 25, 2002
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vii 3 Medical Supply Companies Receive US. Agency Subpoenas; Walsh, Mary;
NY Times, Aug. 15, 2002

viii 2 Powerful Groups Hold Sway Over Buying at Many Hospitals; Bogdanich,
Walt; NY Times, Aug, 2002

ix Internet Supply Management Firms Merge
Healthdatamanagement.com December 17, 1999

x US BANCORP NA web site homepage news article regarding falling values of
venture funds including those of US BANCORP NA, dated Oct. 15,2002
xi Neoforma.com, Inc Press Release; March 30, 2000

Neoforma.com, Inc. (NASDAQ: NEOF), EC/ipsys Corporation (NASDAQ: ECLP)
and HEALTHvision, lnc., today announced the signing of definitive agreements to
merge and create a new company serving the e-healthcare business-to-business
(828) marketplace. In conjunction with the agreements, Neoforma.com
announced that it has signed an exclusive 1a-year strategic agreement to
provide e-commerce services for the 6,500 healthcare organizations participating
in the purchasing programs of Novation, LLC, the world's largest buyer of
medical supplies and the supply company of national healthcare alliances VHA
Inc. and University HealthSystems Consortium (UHC).

xii Neoforma.com, Inc Press Release; May 25, 2000

Neoforma.com, Inc. (NASDAQ: NEOF) today announced that it has reaffirmed its
exclusive 10-year agreement to provide e-commerce procurement services for
Novation. Neoforma.com also announced modifications to the structure and
terms of its stock and warrant transactions with VHA Inc. and University
HealthSystem Consortium (UHC), the national healthcare alliances that own
Novation.
In a related announcement, Neoforma.com, Eclipsys Corporation (NASDAQ:
ECLP) and HEALTH vision, Inc. today jointly announced that they have agreed by
mutual consent to terminate, effective immediately, their proposed mergers
announced March 30, 2000. Instead, Neoforma.com, Eclipsys and
HEAL THvision have entered into a strategic commercial relationship that will
include a co-marketing and distribution arrangement between Neofonna.com and
HEAL THvision. The arrangement includes the use of Eclipsys' eWeblT™
enterprise application integration (EAI) technology and professional services to
enhance the integration of legacy applications with Neoforma.com's e-commerce
platform.

xiij MedeenterDirect.com Files for IPO MedCenterDirect.com Press Release
March 28, 2000

xiv State Steps up Probe of Research at Piper Jaffray; Meisner, Jeff; Puget Sound
Business Journal Oct 21,2002

xv IPOmonitor.com database
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xv. Commerce One Hit With A Securities Lawsuit, Temple, James, San Francisco
Business Times, June 22, 2001

xvii US BANCORP PIPER JAFFRAY Venture Fund web site April 2001

xviii Hospitals Sometimes Loose Money by Using a Supply Buying Group; Walsh,
Meier; NY Times, Apri130, 2002

xix Federal AntitrustL9_w: Cases and Materials; Gifford, Haskindz'" Ed, 2002
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